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B O O K  R E V I E W S
M. Davies and P.J. Finglass, eds.,
Stesichorus: The Poems.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014. Pp. xiv + 691. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-107-07834-5) $180.00.
The last half of the 20th century treated Stesichorus well. Numerous fragments of 
his poetry, often substantial, were published and our understanding of his poems 
was greatly increased. While these publications fueled discussions relating to perfor-
mance, meter, and the use of mythical traditions, etc., in the study of archaic Greek 
lyric poetry, it also made reading Stesichorus particularly difficult. To do so required 
the consultation of different publications or flipping through one edition to find the 
fragments belonging to a single poem. Readers of Stesichorus were faced with both 
a wealth of evidence and a number of challenges beyond having to contend with 
fragmentary texts in a literary dialect combining Doric and epic Ionic. The current 
volume, part of the series Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries, does much to 
solve these difficulties. It renumbers all of the fragments, some of which are included 
for the first time (frs. 167, 185-6, 293, 321, and 325) and provides an appendix of frag-
ments only conjectured to be by Stesichorus (pp. 606-8); it arranges these fragments 
logically and keeps verses from particular poems together; it offers a thorough, gen-
eral introduction that highlights the current scholarly debate over Stesichorus and 
his poems; and it gives almost all of the fragments a fulsome commentary with 
introductions to the various poems that ably cover the historical, cultural, and liter-
ary context for these verses, and the technicalities of meter and textual criticism. As 
such, this edition will replace the two primary ones available today, Campbell’s Loeb 
edition (Cambridge, MA 1991) and Davies’ Poetae Melicorum Graecorum Fragmenta 
(Oxford 1991), to become the standard text and commentary of Stesichorus. 
The volume originates in the 1970’s when Malcolm Davies submitted a com-
mentary of the then-known fragments of Stesichorus as his thesis for the MPhil at 
Oxford. In the early 2000’s, Patrick Finglass began work, in consultation with Da-
vies, on a “collaborative commentary” on Stesichorus with this thesis as its starting 
point (xi). The result is the current edition, in which Finglass draws on Davies’ thesis, 
enhances it to take into account recent scholarship and includes of fragments orig-
inally not available to Davies. Finglass has also added, “the Introduction, the Text 
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and Apparatus, the commentary on frr. 97, 186-268, 293, 321, 325…the Bibliography, 
and the Indexes” (xi-xii). In the authors’ words the result is “a new book in its own 
right, a work of genuine collaboration” (xii).
In general, this edition makes a positive contribution to the study of archaic 
Greek lyric and, specifically, Stesichorus. It is hoped that it will become a model for 
future editions of other fragmentary authors. Of course, readers will find points of 
textual and interpretative disagreement. Not all will concur that Stesichorus com-
posed two Palinodes (pp. 308-317). Nor will all find the treatment of the Tabula Iliaca 
Capitolina as a literary fragment satisfactory (pp. 428-436). On all matters, however, 
the authors present the reader with detailed discussions that foster debate rather 
than hinder it. So a key feature of this edition is that it is confident in its resolution 
of controversies but detailed in its presentation of the issues and, thereby, encourages 
readers to pass their own verdict. 
A key benefit of this collection and commentary is that it allows for easier en-
gagement with the poetry of Stesichorus. The text is presented cleanly; most conjec-
tures are confined to the apparatus criticus and explained fully in the commentary. At 
times, as with frs. 2a and 2b, passages have been lifted from the apparatus of previous 
editions into the text proper. The introduction (pp. 86-91) sets out the logic guiding 
the larger presentation and numeration of the fragments. In terms of the arrange-
ment of specific fragments within a specific poem, the commentary provides clear, 
fleshed-out arguments, often soundly based on the survival of lines on a papyrus, 
metrics, and content. The detailed analysis of the placement of papyrus fragments 
within the Geryoneis (pp. 248-51) highlights both the clarity of this commentary on 
such matters and displays the great mental rigor required for such understanding. 
Finally, in general, the notes for each fragment are fulsome and rich. For fragments 
assignable to particular poems, the authors give lengthy expositions of the mythical 
tradition with which Stesichorus can reasonably be said to be engaging, the influ-
ence his poem may have had on later accounts, and the scholarly debate surrounding 
the larger grouping of fragments. Scholars of Helen, Meleager, the Theban myths, 
or even the epic tradition more generally will find a wealth of material here that 
will be useful. Moreover, the detailed discussions devoted to how material remains 
inform our reading of Stesichorus is admirable. Overall, readers will be well served 
by both the gathering of Stesichorus’ verses into one volume as well as the detailed 
supplementary material the authors provide for these verses. 
Some technical points will, nevertheless, give rise to some confusion for the 
reader. Although the text appears largely sound, in fr. 97 Finglass, lines 203, 208, and 
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210, the final sub-linear dots should be periods. The small point of a potential letter 
is important for a fragmentary author. The reader may also encounter confusion 
in the system of cross-references. A comparatio numerorum, necessary because of 
the renumbering of the fragments, is provided, both at the end of the text and in 
parentheses at each fragment. The comparison, however, is limited to Davies’ earlier 
edition in PMGF and is likely to cause some hair-pulling. Moreover, the assignment 
of fragments to particular poems in previous editions is not always noted. For exam-
ple, fr. 85 Finglass is assigned to Stesichorus Helen; while the commentary notes that 
scholars have suggested other locations for it, there is no mention that in Campbell 
the fragment is designated as incerti loci. Finally, the reader will also find that the 
bibliographic references are cumbersome. The extensive bibliography is divided into 
various sections, with many of those cited appearing in each of these sections. Such 
examples may be indicative of a larger over-confidence that appears, at times, in the 
current edition as well as the inherently insular nature of scholarship on Greek lyric 
poetry.
Beyond these technical elements, the reader will find at times the commentary 
is lacking, especially for the smaller fragments. For frs. 46-77 and 79-83 no notes 
appear beyond the apparatus, which also does not always appear. While this lack of 
comment for smaller fragments may be understandable, it does create an unevenness 
in the commentary and will force the reader to consult the editio princeps. The notes 
on frs. 187-269 (= fr. 222 (a) Davies = 222A Campbell), the most recently published 
fragments edited by Haslam as POxy 3876 (1990), are also slightly disappointing in 
being largely a general rehash of Haslam’s comments. More significantly, these com-
ments are almost silent on why these fragments belong to Stesichorus. 
Overall, even with the difficulties noted here, the significance of this new edi-
tion of Stesichorus containing all of the fragments in a logical order with a new 
numbering as well as lengthy introductions and notes is not diminished. On the 
whole, the edition is worthwhile. It will become a useful tool for scholars of Greek 
lyric poetry and will rightly come to stand as the standard text of Stesichorus. 
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